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Abstract
With advances in neuroscience and surgical technology, the once-impossible

prospect of a head transplant has rapidly edged closer to reality, driven by a

recent �urry of media attention.  However, it is essential to examine head

transplantation from a critical, nuanced perspective and account for the

signi�cant research gaps through a synthesis of bioethical concerns and

recent studies, which challenge the key principle of informed consent, call

into question the procedure’s impacts on a patient’s psychological state and

sense of self, dispute the operation’s application of resources, and pose legal

confusion.  While a head transplant is a promising treatment for conditions

impacting the entire body, the salient ethical and legal dilemmas must be

resolved before the procedure is applied in a human subject.

“Residency Match Day” for the Brain

In a hospital near you, a patient is rapidly slipping into organ failure, and prospects of
recovery appear slim.  As a last-ditch e�ort, a multidisciplinary surgical team �nds a brain-dead
motorcycle crash victim and emergently severs both patients’ spinal cords with an extremely thin
blade.  Racing against the clock of dying neurons and blood loss, the surgeons reattach the organ
failure patient’s head to the new body with a cell-fusing polymer and reconnect the blood vessels to
restore the oxygen supply.  Saved from certain death, the patient regains movement within weeks
and returns to normal life.  Could this cutting-edge procedure, which goes beyond a single organ
transplant to an entire part of a human body with its resident infrastructure, be the answer for
patients with intact brains – or even a step towards human immortality?



Technical Background

Head transplantation trials date back to the early 1900s, with the �rst success taking place in
dogs, although the procedure has not been performed in humans as of yet [4].  Despite vast promise
fueled by over 100 years of research, a head transplant is fraught with technical hurdles and pressing
ethical and legal dilemmas.  Removing the recipient’s head brings the signi�cant challenge of
severing the spinal cord, leading to nearly certain paralysis [4].  A successful head transplant also
requires connecting the head’s vascular system to the new body and preventing neural death from
lack of oxygen while the head is disembodied.  However, current research o�ers apparent solutions
to these problems of spinal function and blood supply.  Italian neurosurgeon Sergio Canavero
proposed a head transplant protocol that uses a nanoscale blade to minimize spinal damage,
reattaches the spinal cord with a polyethylene glycol pump – a “fusogen” that rebuilds neuron
membranes – and employs electrical stimulation to speed recovery [2, 9].  A group of Chinese
neurosurgeons led by Xiaoping Ren applied the
new method of “cross-circulation,” cutting only
one pair of the head’s blood vessels instead of
both to maintain uninterrupted blood supply to
the donor brain in a transplant between two
rats.  Further improvements involved adding a
third rat and mechanical pumps for blood
supply to the donor head, leading to greater
survival [8, 10].

Ready for Humans?

Amidst the surgical technicalities, head transplant surgery remains tenuous from a
neuroethical and legal perspective.  With surgical advances limited to animal models, are theoretical
speculations and scanty data su�cient to be applied to humans?  Though media attention directed
at head transplantation paints a picture of a well-studied protocol, the research belies the
impression.  While a signi�cant step forward, Xiaoping Ren’s blood vessel reconnection studies are
limited to rat models, which are euthanized after a short duration or display unfavorable survival
rates, and the membrane-rebuilding fusogen has only been evaluated in one small human trial of
spinal cord transplant to treat injuries, with modest improvements noted [7, 8, 10].   Key technical
details of potential complications are yet to be explored through experiments – to prevent the body
from rejecting the head, immune-suppressing medications would likely be necessary, which may
cause unanticipated neurological side e�ects, while spinal damage resulting from the procedure



could lead to “central pain,” leaving a head transplant recipient in chronic full-body agony [1, 6].  The
lack of comprehensive evaluation of the protocol renders informed consent for a head transplant
impossible, as prospective patients, desperate for a lifesaving procedure, are left in the dark
regarding the risks and outcomes, allowing overzealous investigators to exploit the harvesting of
human subjects, especially in third-world countries with corrupt or underdeveloped systems.

Is a Brain a Self?

Moving beyond the ethical concern of technical readiness, a head transplant operation
implies the naive viewpoint that the brain is wholly responsible for the self, and that the body is a
mere appendage that can be swapped while maintaining personal identity.  However, this
perspective is misguided – a head transplant would entail a complete switch of the microbiome and
enteric nervous system, which could subtly and unpredictably impact the recipient’s behavior,
personality, and sense of self.  Around 95% of the body’s serotonin is synthesized by intestinal
endocrine cells, with many other neurochemicals produced by intestinal bacteria; the enteric
nervous system has a bidirectional link to the brain, as evidenced by the ability of microbiome
changes to impact both brain and gut functions [13, 14].  Furthermore, it is essential to consider
“psychological rejection” of a head transplant; despite cognitive and philosophical theories, it
remains impossible to predict how a patient would react to the perception of being newly embodied,
or the potential struggle to integrate the acquired body into the sense of self, until the procedure
takes place [11].

Do the Means Justify the Ends?

As a head transplant requires monumental coordination of multiple surgeons and millions
of dollars, it is crucial to recognize concerns over resource allocation due to the highly experimental
nature of the operation and its potential to cause death and waste lifesaving donor organs [12, 15].
Even if the spinal reconnection protocol is mastered, ethical quandaries on whether to treat large
populations with spinal cord injuries or a single person, and who gets lifesaving head transplants
would emerge.  Due to the massive investments of capital and human resources, the procedure has
the potential to serve the socioeconomically advantaged, becoming a �ashy publicity stunt and a
means to achieve immortality by replacing failing bodies [5].  Head transplantation stands so far
ahead of its time that the legal and regulatory framework has not caught up, potentially classifying
the procedure as homicide due to the surgical decapitation involved, and making it di�cult to de�ne
the identity of the recipient, who would assume the donor’s �ngerprints and genetic makeup,
leading to a host of ethical and legal disputes [3, 11, 12].  In conclusion, while a head transplant holds



tremendous promise in advancing our ability to
treat daunting conditions that a�ect the entire
body, further research, re�ection, and regulation
are necessary to assess the neuroethical, legal, and
socioeconomic boundaries surrounding the
procedure.
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